
If you were to see a bear in the woods, could you 
tell if it’s a black bear or grizzly bear? Learn what 
these two species of bears have in common and 
how to tell them apart. Are grizzly bears always 
brown or are black bears always black? Which 
have short, sharply-curved claws and which have 
long, gently-curved claws? Do they eat the same 
things? Explore the similarities and differences 
between these mammals in this latest addition 
to the Compare and Contrast Series!
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Thanks to Jesse Daniel, Sr. Manager of 
Engagement at the Birmingham Zoo for 
verifying the information in this book. 

Arbordale Publishing opens the door for children 
to explore the facts behind a story. The For 
Creative Minds section in this book includes:
• Bear Math
• Bear Teeth
• Bear True or False?
• Bear Fun Facts
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     epub (read along) 9781638170402 9781638172819 $11.99 
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Title in Spanish: ¿Oso negro u oso pardo? Un libro de comparaciones y contrastes



Meet the Author
Chris Schmitz has worked in environmental education at zoos and 
aquariums for over 35 years. She is the Director of Education at Utah’s 
Hogle Zoo. Chris remembers hiking with her family as a child, turning 
the corner, and seeing a black bear sitting in the middle of the path 
eating huckleberries. The wonder of that moment observing that 
hungry bear and many other equally magical wildlife encounters as a 
child helped set her career path. She hopes her debut book will help 
children learn more about the natural world and motivate them to 
protect it.

The Compare and Contrast Book series is growing! Look for seven new titles this season. 
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